The EMF power packages for everyone and the environment

If you are concerned with safety in electromagnetic fields (EMF) and you want to cover all applications, then we have the right solution for you – for EMF health and safety and environmental protection.

**EMF ENVIRONMENTAL PACKAGE**

Take advantage of two devices. For example:
- The EHP autonomously makes long term measurements on high tension cables
- while you are evaluating a cellphone base station with the NBM from the balcony of a concerned resident.

**EMF HEALTH AND SAFETY PACKAGE**

Take advantage of two devices. For example:
- The NBM autonomously makes long term measurements on a high frequency drying plant
- while you are assessing switchgear with the ELT.

- Both packages flexibly expandable down to 0 Hz and up to 90 GHz
- Each package housed in a practical case including accessories

**Special prices with up to 25% discount.**
Ask your local Sales Partner for more information.
Trust the number one, the world market leader with decades of experience. Narda offers much more for your safety needs, from EMF simulation software to personal warning devices.

Keep up to date with our NewsTicker.
Visit our website at www.narda-sts.com

Narda – Leaders in EMF measurement

Narda is the foremost provider of high quality EMF-measurement solutions that are tailored to the application. The comprehensive range of products for human safety in electromagnetic fields (EMF) covers wideband measuring devices, selective measurement technology, monitoring equipment, and personal warning devices.

Measurement accuracy gives reassurance
When it comes to the crunch, proving the traceability of the results is vital. It is good to be on the safe side by using a regularly calibrated measuring device. Narda provides accredited calibration for many Narda field strength measuring devices as an added service for even more reliability and security – through three of the most modern calibration labs in the world.